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Consolidated Glossary

Harmonization of Important Definitions
Cleaning

S500: the process of containing, removing and properly disposing of unwanted substances from an environment or material.

S100: the purposeful activity of removing soil and undesired substances from an environment or surface to reduce damage or harm to human health or valuable materials. Cleaning is the process of locating, identifying, containing, removing, and properly disposing of unwanted substances from an environment or material.

S300: the traditional activity of removing contaminants, pollutants and undesired substances from an environment or surface to reduce damage or harm to human health or valuable materials. Cleaning is the process of locating, identifying, containing, removing and properly disposing of unwanted substances from an environment or material.
Principles of Cleaning

Definition: underlying or supporting doctrines or assumptions which are essential to achieve cleaning.
Contaminated/Contamination

Definition: for the purposes of this Standard, the presence of indoor mold growth or mold spores, whose identity, location, and quantity are not reflective of a normal fungal ecology for similar indoor environments, and which may produce adverse health effects, cause damage to materials or adversely affect the operation or function of building systems. S520
Definition: any undesired substance that is deposited on, or that is foreign to, the construction of a textile material. Soil results from environmental conditions and use (e.g., dust and particles, shed fibers, foods, and oily substances). S100, S300
IICRC Standards: Scope and Purpose

- Serve to develop common, industry-accepted language and terminology that enables us to more universally discuss concepts and procedures regarding cleaning, inspection and restoration.

- Procedural Standards, not Safety Standards
References, Cross References, and Cite Sources

- Reference Regulations for Health and Safety
- Refer to applicable ANSI/IICRC Standards
- Cite references used to develop content in revision
Individual Consensus Body Meetings
IICRC Standards CB Meetings

Pebble Beach II & III

**S300:** Professional Upholstery Cleaning  
**S400:** Professional Cleaning, Maintenance and Restoration of the Commercial Built Environment

Pebble Beach I - **S100:** Professional Cleaning of Textile Floor Coverings

Oakmont - **S220:** Hard Surface Floor Covering Inspection

Hillcrest - **S500:** Professional Water Damage Restoration

Merion - **S520:** Professional Mold Remediation

St. Andrews - **FGs:** Safety & Health Field Guides for Cleaners and Restorers
IICRC Standards Consensus Body Meetings

- GTM Link – Each CB has a GTM available

- Meeting Documents (Agenda, Minutes, Draft Sections): Workspace at https://workspace.iicrc.org/home

- Meeting Minutes – Vice Chair or designated member to take meeting minutes. Draft minutes provided.
IICRC Standards Consensus Bodies Updates

- S100: Stephen Lewis
- S220: Paul Pleshek
- S300: Ed Hobbs
- S400: Bo Bodo
- S500: Chris Taylor
- S520: Jim Pearson
- Safety and Health Field Guides: Lee Senter
Thank you!